Writing Gesture Accompanied by Teachers in the Conversation Exchange Structure of Mathematical Learning
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Abstract The aim of this study is to describe the writing gestures accompanied by directive and assertive speech of the teacher in the conversation exchange structure of mathematical learning. Data collection is done by recording and interviewing the teacher. The description of writing gesture along with the teacher's directive and assertive speech is obtained from the results of the recording during class learning and interviews. This case study investigates the writing gesture accompanied by teacher's speech in the conversation exchange structure of mathematical learning. The results of the study show that teachers use writing gestures along with explanations to focus attention and help students understand mathematical material in the information stage. At the initiation stage, the teacher asks questions to obtain students' responses. In the response phase, students respond verbally to the teacher's questions. This verbal response occurs because students have already understood the material asked by the teacher. At the feedback stage, the teacher justifies or confirms the student's verbal response or response by writing down the students' answers or verbal responses on the board. At the initiation stage, the teacher asks questions to students to obtain student responses. In the response phase, students respond verbally to the teacher's questions. This verbal response occurs because students have already understood the material asked by the teacher. At the feedback stage, the teacher uses writing gesture accompanied by the act of confirming or affirming and describing student answers on the board to focus students' attention and help students understand mathematical material.
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1. Introduction

Gesture and speech are often used in an integrated manner in communication [1]. Gesture serves as arm and hand movements only [1], body movements, especially the arms and hands [2], any body movements [3], [4] and gesture can be done using assistance with tools, especially stationery [5]. In this paper, gesture is the movement of fingers or stationery.

The use of teachers' gestures in mathematics learning has been a concern of researchers [6], [7], [8]. The teacher uses gesture to help students who have difficulty in learning mathematical concepts [8], when conveying/explaining mathematical ideas to students [6], [7], teachers’ gestures will increase when delivering new concepts in mathematics learning [7]. The teacher's gesture classification in mathematics learning consists of pointing, representational and writing gesture [5]. Movement pointing at objects, locations, inscriptions, or people using stationery or fingers is called pointing gesture. Representational gesture is the movement of a hand or stationery that represents several objects, actions, concepts or relationships. Writing gesture is a movement to write ideas either that give rise to ex-members or not.

Speech is the smallest unit of verbal communication activity. Speeches can be used to express actions [9] and utterances that are known as speech acts. Speech acts into five types, namely: directive, commissive, assertive, expressive, and declarative [10]. Directive actions are utterances used by speakers to get others to do something, such as advice, requirements, requests, prohibitions, permissions, and asking questions. Commissive action is a speech that encourages speakers to do something, such as promising, swearing and vowing. Assertive action is also called representative action, namely speech that is planned and carried out by speakers of expressing something to the
speech partner and the speech partner has the authority to accept or reject, for example stating, pointing, expressing, explaining, describing, affirming and describing. Expressive action is speech related to attitudes and feelings, for example expressing apologies, regrets, thanks and praise. Declarative action is a speech that functions to establish or justify an action or other utterance or previous speech, such as withdrawing, baptizing, punishing, firing, naming, ostracizing or disposing, and stipulating.

In the conversation exchange structure of mathematical learning, initiation and response are two utterances that are very important in classroom interactions [11]. The minimum requirements for conversations in mathematics learning are initiation and response. Information as an explanation is another element that characterizes conversations in class. Research from [12] showed that initiation, response, and feedback occur in teacher and student’s conversations, this conversation exchange structure is called the Birmingham Model. Therefore, the exchange component in conversations in class consists of initiation, response, and feedback [13]. Initiation carried out by the teacher to get responses from students. Initiation carried out by students to get other students' responses. Initiation carried out by the teacher or student as a form of opening speech and acts as a stimulus. Initiation carried out by teacher or student who receives a response will be followed by feedback. In the structure of conversation exchange, response might be accompanied by feedback and maybe not. Based on the previous description, initiation, response and feedback are the structure of conversation exchange. In learning mathematics, the teacher and students carry out the stages of the structure of conversation exchange, namely information, initiation, response, and feedback [11].

Teachers using gestures accompanied by utterances in mathematics learning have been investigated by [14], [5], [15]. Research from [14] showed that gesture with along by teacher's speech can simplify children's understanding, especially when new difficult concepts are introduced and complex language is used. Furthermore, gesture along with teacher's speech is very important in the regulation of learning because learning often presents new concepts that may be difficult for children and use complex language [14]. Pointing gesture along with teacher's speech can facilitate children's learning in symmetry material [14]. Pointing, representational and writing gesture with along by teacher's utterance can help or facilitate students' algebraic understanding. Teacher used pointing, representational and writing gesture with along utterance to students' respond questions and answers, introduce new material, and describe more abstract material [5]. Pointing gesture with along by teacher utterance in conversation help focus student attention and help students understand the material [15].

Research from [14], [5], [15] have not examined in depth about directive and assertive speech as [10], [11] found that teachers and students use directive and assertive speech in the structure of exchanges of mathematics learning conversation. Therefore, in this study, the researcher further described the directive and assertive speech of the teacher in the conversation exchange structure of mathematical learning which consisted of information, initiation, response and feedback.

2. Methods

This study uses a qualitative approach. This approach was chosen because (1) the researcher can be used to make interpretations of writing gestures accompanied the teacher's utterance in conversation exchange structure of mathematical learning, (2) the researcher can collect field data where the teacher can produce writing gestures and speech in conversation exchange structure of mathematical learning, and (3) the researcher can describe the writing gesture along with the teacher's speech in the conversation exchange structure of mathematical learning.

The type of research used is a case study. Researchers can study cases in one individual or several individuals from one location or several specific research locations. In this study, case study was directed at writing gestures accompanied teacher's utterance in conversation exchange structure of mathematical learning.

The subjects in this study were mathematics teachers of the 7th grade Junior High School students of Ternate City, teachers of the 1st grade Junior High School students of Ternate City and teachers of the 4th grade Junior High School students of Ternate City. The process of selecting a subject is done until data saturation is obtained, meaning that the same or fixed characteristics appear from several subjects. The main instruments in the research are researchers and research supporting instruments are recording devices (camcorders, digital cameras and android mobile phones) and interview guidelines. Data collection is done by recording and interviewing the teacher. The description of writing gesture along with the teacher's directive and assertive speech is obtained from the results of the recording during class learning and interviews. The researcher identified writing gestures accompanied the teacher's directive and assertive speech in information, initiation, response and feedback from the conversations that occurred in the classroom. Some fragments of conversation in this study were selected as a representation of a conversation containing writing gestures accompanied by teacher's directive and assertive speech in information, initiation, response and feedback.

3. Results and Discussion

Teachers and students of IX.1 Class of State Junior High School 7 Ternate City together discuss the following questions: in what line of the pascal triangle is 64? The
teacher writes \( S_n = 2^{n-1} \), since it is known that \( S_n = 64 \) then the teacher writes \( 64 = 2^{n-1} \) and \( 2^6 = 2^{n-1} \) on the board. The teacher says "note the two sections, because the base number is the same, that is, two of them are in operation, that is, six equals n less than one or \( n \) equals six plus one" and writes \( 6 + 1 = n \) on the board using markers. Next, the teachers and students talk about which line of the pascal triangle is 64? While discussing this, the teacher presented a writing gesture with a speech. This is unambiguously revealed in the context of conversation A as follows.

**Fragment of Conversation A**

Teacher: \( n \) equals six plus one and it is equals to? (1)
Student: Seven (verbal response) (2)
Teacher: Yes, seven (write 7 on the board using markers). Learn more write \( 7 = n \) or \( n = 7 \). So, the number 64 is in the seventh row (write 7th on the blackboard using marker) (3)

The pattern of conversation exchange structure of mathematical learning that occurs in conversation A (1) until (3) is Initiation-Response-Feedback. Beginning with the teacher asking the student as in A (1) for initiation, the student answers as in A (2) in response and the teacher justifies or confirms and interprets the student's feedback as in A (3). At the beginning of conversation A (1), the teacher uses directive speech, asking students questions. In the repetition of conversation A (3), the teacher used the writing movement 7 and \( 7 = n \) or \( n = 7 \) on the board using marker accompanied by the words "yes, seven". Spelling "yes, seven" is an affirmative speech, in which the teacher justifies or confirms the student's answer. Next, the teacher wrote the 7 th on the board with markers accompanied by the words "so the number 64 is the seventh". The phrase "so, number 64 is the seventh line" is an affirmative speech, which is to describe the student's verbal response. Based on the use of conversation A (3), the teacher uses a written gesture accompanied by an assertive speech, which is to justify or affirm the student's answer to the number 64 as the 7th row in the conversation exchange structure especially feedback as shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1](image)

**Figure 1.** The Movement of Writing 7 and \( 7 = n \) or \( n = 7 \) and Writing 7 in Whiteboard Using Marker

The teacher uses a writing gesture accompanied by justifying or affirming and describing the students' answers to focus attention and help students understand that the number 64 is the 7th row. This was revealed from the results of interview between the researcher (R) with teacher (T1) as follows.

R: Why did you write 7 and \( 7 = n \) or \( n = 7 \) and write 7 on the board using marker accompanied by speech?
T1: I wrote 7 and \( n = 7 \) accompanied by speech like that to justify or confirm student answers. Then write 7th on the board accompanied by speech to describe the students' answers or responses to focus attention and help students understand that the amount 64 is in the seventh row.

Teachers and students of IX.J Class of State Junior High School 1 Ternate City discuss the following questions: in which row of the pascal triangle having number of 256? The teacher writes \( S_n = 2^{n-1} \), because it is known \( S_n = 256 \), the teacher writes 256 = \( 2^{n-1} \) and \( 2^n = 2^{n-1} \) on the board. The teacher says "pay attention to the two segments, because the basic numbers are the same, namely two, the rank is operated, that is, eight equals n minus one or \( n \) equals eight plus one" and write \( n = 8 + 1 \) on the board using a marker. Next, the teacher and student discuss about in which row of the pascal triangle which has the number of 256? When discussing this, the teacher brings up a writing gesture accompanied by speech. This is clearly described in the fragment of conversation B as follows.

**Fragment of Conversation B**

Teacher: \( n \) equals to eight plus one equals to? (1)
Student: Nine (verbal response). (2)
Teacher: Yes, nine (write 9 on the board using a marker).
Complete writing \( n = 9 \). So, the number is 256 is the ninth line (write 9th on the board using marker). (3)

Teachers and students of IX.2 Class of State Junior High School 4 Ternate City discuss the following questions: determine the number of pascal triangle numbers in the 5th row? The teacher writes \( S_n = 2^{n-1} \), because it is known \( n = 5 \), the teacher writes \( S_5 = 2^{5-1} = 2^4 \) on the board. Next, the teacher and student discuss the number of pascal triangle numbers in the 5th row. When discussing this, the teacher brings up a writing gesture accompanied by speech. This was clearly described in the following section of conversation C.

**Fragment of Conversation C**

Teacher: Two squares equal to? (1)
Student: Sixteen (verbal responses). (2)
Teacher: Yes, sixteen (write 16 on the board using markers). Complete writing \( S_5 = 16 \). So, the number in the 5th row is sixteen (write 16 on the board using marker). (3)

The pattern of conversation exchange structure that occurs in conversation fragments B (1) to (3) and C (1) to (3) is Initiation-Response-Feedback. Starting from that the teacher asks the students as in speech (1) as an initiation, students answer as in speech (2) as a response and the teacher justifies or confirms and describes students' answers as feedback as in speech (3). In a conversation fragment B (3) and C (3), the teacher uses writing gestures...
accompanied by assertive speech, which is to justify or confirm and describe students' answers about the number 256 is the 6th line to 9 and the number of numbers in line 5 is 16 in the structure of conversation exchange, especially feedback as shown in Figures 2 and 3 below.

Figure 2. Writing Movement 9 and n = 9 and Writing 9 on the board using a marker

In the feedback stage, the teacher (T2) uses writing gestures to justify or confirm and describe students' answers to focus attention and help students understand that the number 256 is the 9th line. This was revealed from the results of the interview conducted by the researcher (R) with the following teacher (T2).

R: Why do you write 9 and n = 9 as well? Write the 9th on the board using a marker accompanied by speech?

T2: I wrote 9 accompanied by speech like that to justify or confirms student answers. Then write all 9 on the board accompanied by utterances to describe students' answers or responses to focus attention and help students understand the number of number 256 is the ninth row.

In the feedback stage, the teacher (T3) uses the writing gesture to justify or confirm and describe the students' answers to focus attention and help students understand that the number of the 5th row is 16. This is revealed from the results of the interview conducted by the researcher (R) with the following teacher (T3) follows.

R: Why did you do the 16 and \(S_5 = 16\) movements as well write all 5 on the board using markers accompanied by speech?

T3: I wrote 16 accompanied by speech like that to justify or confirms student answers. Then write down the 5th on the board accompanied by utterances to describe students' answers or responses to focus attention and help students understand the number of numbers on the 5th row is 16.

The teachers (T1, T2, and T3) uses writing gestures accompanied by confirming or affirming and describing students' answers to focus attention and help students understand that the number 64 is the 7th row the Pascal triangle, the number 256 is the 9th line, and the number in line 5 is 16 in the structure of conversation exchange, especially feedback. The teacher uses writing gestures accompanied by justifying students' answers to focus attention and help students' understanding.

This pattern ends with feedback where the teacher confirms or confirms and describes the student's response or response. Before the feedback occurs, the teacher begins with initiation where the teacher asks questions to students to get verbal responses or student answers. Verbal response is said because students have already know easily the answers based on their experiences and knowledge obtained in previous learning. If students have understood the mathematical concepts, students can verbally reiterate the concepts learned [16]. Initiations that get a response will be followed by feedback that functions as a cover [11]. Feedback is a speech in a conversation that is done to give comments or responses to previous speeches. In class interactions, responses or comments are used to respond to questions or statements [17]. The comments are in the form of justification, praise, affirmation, translation, rejection and improvement of answers. In feedback, the teacher provides reinforcement with justification and elaboration of the students' answers or responses [11]. Based on the fragment of conversation A, the teacher uses writing gesture along with confirming or affirming and describing the student's answers that appear at the feedback stage that occurs in the pattern of Initiation-Response-Feedback to focus attention and help students understand the material.

Teachers and students of class IX.1 of the 7th Junior High School of the City of Ternate together discussed the question: it is known that the second term of the arithmetic sequence is 9 and the 10th term is 41. Determine the 100th term of the sequence? The teacher writes \(U_2 = 9\) and the arithmetic sequence formula, namely \(U_n = a + (n - 1)b\) on the board. Write \(U_2 = a + (2 - 1)b = a + b\) and \(a + b = 9\) on the board. Next, the teacher and students together discuss about determining the equation if it is known that \(n = 10\) and \(U_n = a + (n - 1)b\). When discussing this, the teacher raises a writing gesture along with speech in conversation exchange structure. This was revealed in a fragment of conversation D as follows.

Fragment of Conversation D

Teacher: Note the arithmetic sequence formula, \(n\) is equal to a plus the difference of \(n\) minus one times \(b\).

If, \(n = 10\) then \(u\) ten equals to \(a\) plus the difference of ten with one times \(b\) (write \(U_{10} = a + (10 - 1)b\) on the whiteboard using marker)

\[U_{10} = a + (10 - 1)b\]  (1)
Teacher: Ten minus one? (2)
Student: Nine (verbal response) (3)
Teacher: Yes, nine. So, $u$ ten equals to $a$ plus nine times $b$ (he writes $U_{10} = a + 9b$ on the board using markers). (4)

Next, the teacher interacts or discusses with students to look for the 100th term of the sequence. The teacher together with students look for the values of $a$ and $b$ in the equation $a + b = 9a + 9b + 41$. The result obtained is $a = 5$ and $b = 4$. Substituting $a = 5$ and $b = 4$ in the formula the formula $U_n = a + (n-1)b$ so that it becomes $U_n = 4n + 1$. If $n = 100$ then $U_{100} = 4 \times 100 + 1 = 401$. So, the hundredth term is 401.

Teachers and students of IX.J Class of State Junior High School 1 Ternate City together discuss the problem: An arithmetic sequence has the nth term formula, $U_n = 3n + 2$, using the formula $U_n = 3n + 2$ determine the 1st term and the difference in the sequence the teacher writes the formula $U_n = 3n + 2$ on the board. Next, the teacher and students together discuss about determining $U_1$, $U_2$, and $U_3$. When discussing this, the teacher brings up a writing gesture accompanied by utterances in the structure of learning conversation exchange. This is clearly revealed in the following section of conversation E.

Fragment of Conversation E
Teacher: Consider the formula for the nth term, $U_n = 3n + 2$. If, $n = 1$ then $u$ one is equal to 3 times one plus two (write down $U_n = 3 \times 1 + 2$ on the board using markers). (1)
Teacher: Three times one plus two? (2)
Student: Five (verbal response). (3)
Teacher: Yes, five. So, $u$ one equals 3 or the 1st term equal to five (write $U_1 = 5$ or 1st term = 5 on the board using markers). (4)

Next, the teacher interacts or discusses with students to find the $U_2$, and $U_3$ terms of the sequence. The results are obtained $U_2 = 8$, and $U_3 = 11$, so $U_2 - U_1 = 8 - 5 = 3$ and $U_3 - U_2 = 11 - 8 = 3$. So, the difference in row or b is 3.

Teachers and students of IX.2 Class of State Junior High School 4 Ternate City together discuss the problem: note that the fourth term of the arithmetic sequence is 13 and the 20th term is 77. Determine the 200th term of the sequence? The teacher writes $U_n = 13$ and the arithmetic sequence formula, which is $U_n = a + (n-1)b$ on the board. Write $U_1 = a + (4 - 1)b = a + 3b$ and $a + 3b = 13$ on the board. Next, the teacher and students together discuss about determining the equation if known $n = 20$ and $U_{20} = a + (n-1)b$. When discussing this, the teacher brings up a writing gesture accompanied by utterances in the structure of learning conversation exchange. This was clearly revealed in the following section of F conversation.

Fragment of Conversation F
Teacher: Consider the formula for arithmetic sequences, $u_n$ equals to $a$ plus a difference $n$ less than one time $b$. If, $n = 20$ then $u$ twenty equals to $a$ plus twenty with one multiplied by $b$ (write $U_{20} = a + (20 - 1)b$ in whiteboard using markers). (1)
Teacher: Twenty minus one? (2)
Student: Nineteen (verbal response). (3)
Teacher: Yes, nineteen. So, $u$ twenty is equal to $a$ plus nineteen times $b$ (write $U_{20} = a + 19b$ on the board using marker). (4)

Next, the teacher interacts or discusses students to look for the 200th term of the sequence. The teacher together with students look for values $a$ and $b$ in the equation $a + 3b = 13$ and $a + 19b = 77$ . The results obtained $a = 1$ and $b = 4$ Substituted $a = 1$ and $b = 4$ in the formula $U_n = a + (n-1)b$ so that it becomes $U_n = 4n - 3 U$. If $n = 200$ then $U_{200} = 4 \times 200 - 3 = 797$. Therefore, the hundredth term is 797.

The pattern of conversation exchange structure of mathematical learning that occur in fragments of conversation D (1) to (4), E (1) to (4) and F (1) to (4) is Information-Initiation-Response-Feedback This pattern begins with the information stage in the form of material explanation from the teacher. Teachers provide explanations to students about subject matter during interaction in class [17]. After the information stage, the teacher initiates through questions, responses or students' answers as a reaction from the teacher's questions and the conversation ends with feedback from the teacher with justification or confirmation and elaboration of students' responses or answers. Conversational patterns in class can begin with information in the form of explanations, after the explanation is followed by questions as triggers or initiations, the next speech in the form of a response or response as a trigger in the previous speech is called a response and the conversation ends with feedback as justification or explanation and explanation [11]. In the response phase, students respond verbally to the teacher's questions. This verbal response occurs when students understand the material asked by the teacher. Verbal response is said because students have already known easily the answers to experiences and knowledge obtained in previous learning. If students have understood the mathematical concepts, students can verbally reiterate the concepts learned [16].
conversation B (4), the teacher uses assertive speech, which is justifying or affirming student answers. Based on the fragment of conversation D (1), the teacher uses a writing movement accompanied by assertive speech, which is giving an explanation to students about $U_{10} = a + (10 - 1)b$ in conversation exchange structure of mathematical learning especially information as shown in Figure 4 below:

Figure 4. Writing Movement $U_{10} = a + (10 - 1)b$ on the Whiteboard using Marker

The teacher performs writing movement and it is accompanied by an explanation to focus attention and help students understand $U_{10} = a + (10 - 1)b = a + 9b$. This was revealed from the results of interview between the researcher (R) and the teacher (T1), which the detail can be seen as follows.

R: Please pay attention to the video recording (while asking some questions dealing with learning record). You wrote $U_{10} = a + (10 - 1)b$ on the whiteboard by using markers and says "Pay attention to the arithmetic, line formula $U_{10} = a + (10 - 1)b$, if $n = 10$ then $u_{ten}$ equals to $a$ plus the difference of ten with one times $b$". Why did you write $U_{10} = a + (10 - 1)b$ on the board using marker accompanied by speech like that?

T1: I wrote $U_{10} = a + (10 - 1)b$ on the board using a marker and accompanied that with speech like that to give explanations to students about $U_{10} = a + (10 - 1)b$ and wrote $a + 9b$ to focus attention and help students understand $U_{10} = a + (10 - 1)b = a + 9b$.

In fragment of conversation E (1) and F (1), the teacher uses writing gestures accompanied by assertive speech, which provides an explanation to students about $U_1 = 3 \times 1 + 2$, and $U_{20} = a + (20 - 1)b$ in the structure of exchanging mathematical learning conversions especially information as described in Figures 5 and 6 below.

Figure 5. Writing Movement $U_1 = 3 \times 1 + 2$ on the blackboard using a Marker

Figure 6. Writing Movement $U_{20} = a + (20 - 1)b$ on the blackboard using a marker

Teacher of IX.J Class of State Junior High School 1 Ternate City uses writing movements accompanied by giving explanations to focus attention and help students understand $U_1 = 3 \times 1 + 2 = 5$. This was revealed from the results of the resinterview by the researcher (R) with the teacher (T2) as follows.

R: Please pay attention to the video recording (while showing the recording learning). Mother writes $U_1 = 3 \times 1 + 2$ on the board using markers and say "Pay attention to the nth term formula, $U_n = 3n + 2$. If, $n = 1$ then $u$ one is equal to 3 times one plus two ". Why did you write it down? writes $U_1 = 3 \times 1 + 2$ on the board using markers accompanied by speech like that?

T2: I wrote U writes $U_1 = 3 \times 1 + 2$ on the board with a marker accompanied by speech like that to give an explanation to students about writes $U_1 = 3 \times 1 + 2$ and write $U_1 = 5$ to focus attention and help students understand $U_1 = 3 \times 1 + 2 = 5$. 
Teacher of IX.2 Class of State Junior High School 4 Ternate City uses writing movements accompanied by giving explanations to focus attention and help students understand $U_{20} = a + (20 - 1)b = a + 19b$. This was revealed from the results of interview by the researcher (R) with the teacher (T3) as follows.

R: Please pay attention to the video recording (while showing it learning recording results). You write $U_{20} = a + (20 - 1)b$ at the blackboard uses a marker and says "Pay attention to the formula sequence arithmetic, $U_{20} = a + (20 - 1)b$ , if $n = 20$ then $u$ twenty is equal to $a$ plus twenty by one $b$". Why did you write it down? $U_{20} = a + (20 - 1)b$ on the board using markers accompanied by speech like that?

T3: I write $U_{20} = a + (20 - 1)b$ on the board using a marker speech like that to give an explanation to students about $U_{20} = a + (20 - 1)b$ and write $a + 19b$ to focus attention and help students understand $U_{20} = a + (20 - 1)b = a + 19b$.

The teachers (T1, T2, and T3) uses writing movements or writing gesture accompanied by an explanation at the information stage to focus attention and help students understand $U_{10} = a + (10 - 1)b = a + 9b, U_1 = 3 \times 1 + 2 = 5$ and $U_{20} = a + (20 - 1)b = a + 19b$ . Teacher used writing gesture along with an explanation during the conversation in class [15]. The teacher uses gesture when explaining mathematical material [6]. Teachers use writing gestures accompanied by teacher's speech to focus students' attention and help students understand [5], writing gestures accompanied teacher's speech that are raised in conversations to focus students' attention [15]. Gesture accompanied by speech makes the explanation conveyed easier to understand [8]. The presence of gesture and speech can help students understand [6], [19], [20], [21]. The information stage, the teacher gave an explanation of the material to focus students' attention [11]. Based on fragments of conversation B, the teacher uses writing gesture along with an explanation at the information stage that occurs in the Information, Initiation, Response, Feedback pattern to focus attention and help students understand mathematical material.

At the initiation stage, the teacher asks questions to obtain students' responses. In the response phase, students respond verbally to the teacher's questions. This verbal response occurs because students have already understood the material asked by the teacher. At the feedback stage, the teacher uses writing gesture accompanied by the act of confirming or affirming and describing students' answers on the board to focus students' attention and help students understand mathematical material. The teacher uses writing gesture along with confirming or affirming and describing the students' answers to the feedback stage that occurs in the pattern of Initiation-Response-Feedback to focus attention and help students understand the material.

This study is still limited to writing gesture with assertive speech and directives on the conversation exchange structure of mathematical learning which include Information Initiation, Response, Feedback (Inf-I-R-F) and Response, Feedback, Initiation (I-R-F). There are opportunities to conduct research on other patterns that might arise during mathematics learning such as the pattern of Information, Initiation, Response (Inf-I-R), Initiation, Response, Initiation Advanced, Response (I-R-IA-R) and Initiation, Response/Initiation, Response (I-R/I-R) and on commissive, expressive, and declarative speech.
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4. Conclusions

Teachers use writing gestures along with explanations to focus attention and help students understand mathematical material in the information stage. At the initiation stage, the teacher asks questions to obtain students' responses. In the response phase, students respond verbally to the teacher's questions. This verbal response occurs because students have already understood the material asked by the teacher. At the feedback stage, the teacher justifies or confirms the student's verbal response or response by writing down the students' answers or verbal responses on the board. The teacher uses writing gesture along with an explanation at the information stage that occurs in the Information, Initiation, Response, Feedback pattern to focus attention and help students understand mathematical material.
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